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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the transform editor for the Query transform, How to map all
columns from the Schema In to the Schema Out?
A. In the Query editor, choose the WHERE tab.
B. Drag all columns to the Schema Out
C. To open the Query Editor , in the data flow workspace,
double click the Query transform

D. To select all columns in the Schema In , choose the
CUSTOMERID column, hold the shift key, and choose the PHONE
column
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to configure 10 Compute Engine instances for
availability when maintenance occurs. Your requirements state
that these instances should attempt to automatically restart if
they crash. Also, the instances should be highly available
including during system maintenance. What should you do?
A. Create an instance template for the instances. Set the
'Automatic Restart' to on. Set the 'On-host maintenance' to
Migrate VM instance. Add the instance template to an instance
group.
B. Create an instance template for the instances. Set
'Automatic Restart' to off. Set 'On-host maintenance' to
Terminate VM instances. Add the instance template to an
instance group.
C. Create an instance group for the instance. Verify that the
'Advanced creation options' setting for 'do not retry machine
creation' is set to off.
D. Create an instance group for the instances. Set the
'Autohealing' health check to healthy (HTTP).
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A
Explanation:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/9.7/vmwareairwatch-guides-97/GUID-AW97-Enroll_OverviewWD.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
You create an Azure subscription.
You need to ensure that you can use Azure Active Directory
(Azure AD) Privileged Identity Management (PIM) to secure Azure
AD roles.

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Consent to PIM
Step: 2 Verify your identity by using multi-factor
authentication (MFA) Click Verify my identity to verify your
identity with Azure MFA. You'll be asked to pick an account.
Step 3: Sign up PIM for Azure AD roles
Once you have enabled PIM for your directory, you'll need to
sign up PIM to manage Azure AD roles.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privile
ged-identity-management/pim-getting-started
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